
The Great Unknown
Tonight, Let’s Pretend

The Philadelphia Inquirer: "These truck-stop cowboys from West Philly bring more snap and vehemence to their songs 
than this genre (think Wilco, for purposes of orientation) usually offers." (David Hiltbrand, June 2008)

Independent Weekly: "Philadelphia's The Great Unknown coaxes gentle, nuanced alt-country from the convergence of 
five voices, riding atop a plethora of stringed instruments that gracefully dance in and out between an amiable backroads 
shuffle. When it cuts loose, the quintet rocks convincingly, adding soundtracks of rowdy to postcards of roadside attrac-
tions." (Spencer Griffith, August 2009)

Twenty Pounds of Headlines: "The Great Unknown have the time of their lives, as though every number was the closing 
of a concert given to celebrate the end of the world." (Nick DiUlio, February 2009)

Origivation Magazine: "This is a band that you really can't afford not to hear." (June 2008)

Contact Information

FOR BOOKING:	
 thegreatunknownband@gmail.com
WEBSITE:	
 	
 www.myspace.com/thegreatunknownband

Tonight, Letʼs Pretend can be found 
online at iTunes, Amazon, DigSta-
tion, and CDBaby...

	
 Hailing from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, The Great Unknown 
has finally emerged to claim its rightful place on the horizon of 
American roots rock. With their debut record, Tonight, Let’s Pretend, 
the five-piece outfit delivers ten tracks that are equal parts lazy-moon 
swamp ballads and jangly sunset guitar tunes that bring to mind long 
drives across vast and empty spaces, ancient mountains looming in 
the distance. The tracks are at once both confessional and universal, 
lyrically driven by minimalist poetry and a cast of characters that in-
clude lovers lost to fate, artists struggling for purpose, and military 
wives grown old too soon. Tonight, Let’s Pretend showcases The 
Great Unknown’s mastery of complex vocal harmonies, carefree 
acoustic strumming, the whine of a sweet and subtle lap steel, and 
the perpetual pounding of riverstone drums. Fans of the band’s con-
temporary sound have compared the project to Wilco and The Jay-
hawks, as well as other artists such as The Avett Brothers, Sunvolt, 
Blitzen Trapper, and The Band. This is the young man music for 
which rock and roll was first invented. The music of rebel yells, the 
confusion of youth, and the reckless love one often finds in dusty 
jukebox corners.
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